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Asymmetrical Adjustments under the Bretton Woods System
Masahiro FUJIKAWA
Abstract
This paper investigates the asymmetrical adjustments of the balances of 
payments under the Bretton Woods international monetary system.
Contents are as follows.
（1）Adjustment, liquidity and confidence
（2）The dollar as the international liquidity
（3）The sustainability of the reserve structure
（4）The phase of the United States as the reserve currency country
（5）The obligation of the exchange stabilization
（6）Asymmetry between the United States and other countries
（7）Asymmetry between surplus and deficit countries
（8）The scarcity currency clause
（9）International monetary co-operations
（10）The combination of the deficits of the long-term capital account and 
the surpluses of the short-term capital account.
